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What Constitutes as an Official Transcript?

 In order for a transcript to be considered official it must be received in one of  the following 
two ways:

1. As a hard copy in a sealed envelope from the issuing institution (student may hand deliver it as long it is sealed).

2. Electronically as a password protected file directly from the issuing institution or through a secure third party 
company.

 In both cases the transcript MUST be opened by a Clarkson employee.

Hard copies of  official transcripts will typically include a description of  what details to look 
for in order to confirm that it is a valid transcript. These details will be unique to the 
institution and may include one or more of  the following: the signature of  the Registrar, a 
colorful seal, a raised seal, a heat sensitive security feature, or a translucent symbol.  



What is an Electronic Transcript?

 These are generally issued through an outside source such as: eSCRIP-SAFE, Parchment, Student 
Clearinghouse although many colleges are now set up to send transcripts themselves via e-mail with links.

 An initial e-mail will be sent indicating that a student has requested their transcript be sent to us and it is then 
followed with a separate e-mail that contains a password (usually 5 minutes later).

 You will click on the link and it will bring you to a page to enter the password. From there you will be 
prompted to download a file of  the transcript.  

 You should save the transcript and any email correspondence as a PDF and upload it in NOLIJ*.  (I always 
put free text on the pdf  that states “OFFICIAL COPY - verified by mh; e-mail attached” since we cannot 
stamp it).

*Make sure you can read the pdf  as sometimes the word “COPY” is all over it 



Sample of  Email Notifications

First Email Second Email



Sample of  Electronic Transcript



What is Considered an Unofficial Transcript?

Any transcript that was not received in a sealed envelope and opened by an 
appropriate Clarkson employee (Registrar staff, Grad Coordinator, Grad Rep, SAS 
Admins, etc.)

Photocopies/scanned copies/screenshots 

Transcripts that are stamped with “copy”

As an attachment to an email 

As a forwarded electronic file from the student (only appropriate Clarkson 
employees may forward secure electronic files to Registrar’s office) 



Actions to Take When Receiving an Official 

Transcript

 Locate the authenticity guide and verify that it meets the appropriate criteria for that institution 

 Make sure it is free of  any “copy” stamps

 Check that there aren’t any pages missing (typically the total number of  pages is indicated on each page)

 Stamp it with “OFFICIAL” and the date it was received

 Upload into Slate and/or Nolij *

 When uploading into Slate: index official transcripts as “Transcript (Official)” and unofficial copies as “Transcript (Copy)”

 When uploading into Nolij: index official transcripts as “College Transcript” and unofficial copies as “College Transcript UNOFFICIAL” (note: you must
manually type in the word UNOFFICIAL)

 Always include any email correspondence when documenting an electronic transcript  

 Send hard copies of  undergraduate transcripts to the Registrar’s office with attention to Michelle Huto and graduate transcripts with 
attention to Caitlin Donnelly. Be sure to include your name so that the Registrar staff  will be aware of  the source it is coming from. 

*Typically only relevant to Registrar staff and Graduate Coordinators 


